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23rd June 2014
Dear Andrew,
You will have seen the proposal by Councillor Whitehouse, published on the Conservative Home
website and repeated in Onthewight, that 4 secondary schools on the Isle of Wight should be
closed. I would be grateful for a reply from you, in relation to this, on two points:
1. Whether you agree with Councillor Whitehouse's views on secondary school closures.
2. That you will seek an assurance from Michael Gove that the Department for Education is not
putting any pressure on Hampshire education officers to investigate or bring forward any plan
for secondary school closures in their role in managing Island schools.
As you know the Island has recently been through a major and highly unpopular schools
reorganisation. Any suggestion that new closures are being discussed is deeply unsettling for
pupils, teachers and parents.

Yours sincerely,

Stewart Blackmore
Labour Party Parliamentary Candidate
For the Isle of Wight Constituency
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Dear Andrew,
Thank you for your letter but I am afraid that I must make a number of points in reply:1.

You have suggested that I am trying to make political capital out of the issue but Councillor
Whitehouse made his proposal on a party political website. Now that this has happened it is
important that his proposal is discussed in the public arena.
2. You have said that I am misrepresenting Councillor Whitehouse’s views but in his article he
says, “We are running nine sets of premises and senior leadership overhead costs when the
number of pupils really only justifies about five”. He is clearly saying that over capacity
should lead to the closure of premises.
3. You say that the parties are working together with Hampshire officials to improve the quality
of education on the Island. I agree with this approach and it is Councillor Whitehouse who is
breaking the consensus by directly criticising the developing approach by Hampshire
officials. He says in the article, “what Hampshire officers have been threatening is a
tinkering around the edges by closing a few classrooms in each of the undersubscribed
schools” and later criticises Hampshire officials for, “their undermining of Michael Gove’s
policies”.
4. Thank you for following up the point I made about pressure from Michael Gove’s
Department but it is not fair to ask unelected officials to answer this question and it would
be better to, as I suggested, obtain reassurance from Michael Gove. As you know, the
Secretary of State does have powers in relation to schools is special measures.
Yours sincerely,

Stewart Blackmore
Labour Party Parliamentary Candidate
For the Isle of Wight Constituency
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